
A DESCRIPTION OF THE CASTE SYSTEM AND HOW IT AFFECTS THE

HINDU COMMUNITY

India's complex caste system is among the world's oldest forms of surviving social Rural communities have long been
arranged on the basis of castes - the spread of secular education and growing urbanisation, the influence of caste has .

The lower caste people continue to be employed by the higher castes in the rural areas to perform menial and
degrading jobs. Furthermore, we also wanted to examine how high caste and low caste individuals make moral
judgments in situations of norm violation vs. This motivation then results in positive evaluations of in-group
conformers and negative evaluations of in-group deviants Marques et al. A reservation system was introduced
wherein a certain number of seats were reserved for members of the lower castes at places of higher education
and government jobs. They did not attempt to abolish the caste system as they saw in it a great opportunity to
maintain their hold upon people by keeping them divided on caste and religious lines. According to the Oxford
English Dictionary , it is derived from the Portuguese casta, meaning "race, lineage, breed" and, originally,
"'pure or unmixed stock or breed ". Caste system actually helped Hinduism to maintain its integrity and inner
strength during this turbulent period. The texts state that the Brahmin took food from anyone, suggesting that
strictures of commensality were as yet unknown. Historically speaking, the alliance and the open status group,
whether war band or religious sect, dominated medieval and early modern Indian history in a way descent and
caste did not. They then had to choose and pick, as a response, one out of nine pictorial depictions that
represented the protagonists in the story on a vertical line with varying degrees of status distance. India's caste
system, which splits up Hindus into different societal groups according to their work and birth, is thought by
researchers to go back some 3, years. Results showed evidence for the black sheep effect and, furthermore,
revealed that no other identity religious, national, and regional resulted in devaluing the status of fellow
in-group member. Brahmins of this period belonged to many lineages or gotras. When Portuguese travelers to
16th-century India first encountered what appeared to them to be race-based social stratification, they used the
Portuguese term "casta" â€” which means "race" â€” to describe what they saw. Whereas the Brahmanical
texts speak of the four-fold varna system, the Buddhist texts present an alternative picture of the society,
stratified along the lines of jati, kula and occupation. Landlords and wealthy merchants exploited the lower
castes and subjected them to inhuman treatment without fear as the lower castes did not enjoy equal rights nor
the confidence of those who enforced the laws. Included in this collection were Hindu, Muslim and Buddhist
Sinhalese people classified by castes. The British respected the Indian caste system in formulating their civil
and criminal laws and in enforcing their military and government policies regarding governance, military
administration, civil services, trade and commerce, education and employment. High caste norms are
associated with moral values while the lower caste norms are associated with immorality. They shamelessly
and clandestinely seek votes in the name of caste. Read a brief description of the Aryans and the caste system
that they implemented at this sixth grade teacher's website. The Brahmin class is modeled in the epic as the
archetype default state of man dedicated to truth, austerity and pure conduct. There are now more than 3,
castes in India, and an even greater number of sub-castes. The Brahmins, who enjoyed many privileges under
their patronage, were known for their austere lives. But the idea of caste system still prevails in the minds of
many Hindus. This Indian immigrant is still conscious of his Brahman heritage. Although the chandalas were
excluded from social interaction, they were free men within their own world. He states, "The omnipresence of
cognatic kinship and caste in North India is a relatively new phenomenon that only became dominant in the
early Mughal and British periods respectively. Sattva is characterized by purity and spirituality and manifests
in men in the form of knowledge, intelligence, faith, sincerity, devotion, piousness and so on. Risley , [53] and
for fitting his definition to then prevalent colonial orientalist perspectives on caste. It does not validate the
concept that all life is a sacred expression of divine will and energy. Despite its universal appeal and emphasis
on Muslim brotherhood, Islam could neither destroy the caste system nor the Vedic religion nor the related
beliefs and practices. The Guptas brought peace and prosperity to the Indian subcontinent and contributed to
the emergence of new classes of aristocracy. A vast majority of the Hindus were illiterate, but were not
unaware of the laws of karma or the implications of violating caste rules or their commitment to their caste
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based family occupations and its role in ensuring their family well being and survival. The new world had its
own slave system practiced for nearly two centuries. Individuals born into the Vaishya caste have been
merchants. Speaking of this subject, Swami Vivekananda commented in the following words, "Was there ever
a sillier thing before in the world than what I saw in Malabar country? According to this legend, Bharata
performed an " ahimsa -test" test of non-violence , and during that test all those who refused to harm any
living beings were called as the priestly varna in ancient India, and Bharata called them dvija, twice born.
Discrimination continues in several states in remote areas. It is time we consign the ancient law books such as
Manusmriti to the dustbins of history and move forward to establish an egalitarian society based upon firm
ethical and spiritual foundation upon which Hinduism can brace itself to meet the challenges of the coming
times and appeal to the inquisitive and advanced minds of the future generations. In fact, some even believe
that the Aryans â€” if they did exist â€” actually originated in South Asia and spread from there to Europe. It
has in fact been argued that caste identity may override other social identities, because of its primary
importance for many South Asians Judge and Bal,  The caste distinctions and restrictions in food and
marriage, however, did not prevent various castes from interacting socially with people from different castes.
This law declared everyone belonging to certain castes to be born with criminal tendencies.


